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Background
On October 12, 2015, PJM published a report titled, “Virtual Transactions in the PJM Energy Markets”.1

PJM’s recommendations regarding the available points for virtual bidding as well as the allocation of uplift are summarized 
below.

● Align the eligible trading points for INCs and DECs with nodes where either generation, load or interchange 
transactions are settled, or at trading hubs. This would include generator buses where active generators exist, load 
buses where load is settled nodally, load zones, interfaces and trading hubs.

● Alter the biddable locations for UTCs to generation buses as sources only, trading hubs, load zones and interfaces.
● Allocate uplift to UTCs consistent with INC and DEC transactions. Currently, UTCs are not assessed uplift charges 

similar to INCs and DECs, which has led to a significantly greater volume of UTCs compared to INCs and DECs.

1. http://www.pjm.com/~/media/documents/reports/20151012-virtual-bid-report.ashx
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Comments
XO Energy believes that restricting the available transaction points in the Day-Ahead Market is taking a 
step backwards, and could have devastating impacts on both the physical and financial operations of the 
system.

In order to have a fully functioning market, the available points of transaction should be aligned 
appropriately in each market (Long Term FTR, Annual FTR, Monthly FTR, INC/DEC/UTC).

● This allows for proper portfolio management, as it allows both physical and financial participants 
to modify or hedge their long-term positions with daily fluctuations in system conditions.

● This facilitates the proper alignment, or pre-position, of physical assets in the Day-Ahead Market 
for the Real-Time.
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•The expansion of the available UTC points will promote greater market efficiencies.

• Potential to lower uplift as the result of proper unit dispatch;
• Fewer Day-Ahead constraints that never bind in Real-Time;
•More accurate pricing of local congestion where it is actually occurring in Real-
Time;

•Less contingency analysis and re-runs to solve the Day-Ahead Market (smaller 
sparse matrix);

•Potential to lower Zonal Day-Ahead LMP by concentrating Day-Ahead congestion 
to smaller areas;

•Remove barriers to entry through reduced credit requirements.

Benefits
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Buyer’s Only Market

● Limiting generators as source-only nodes can only inflate congestion from generation to 
zones.

● Without the ability to sell this congestion (generation as the sink), these congestion values will 
become overvalued.

● Markets need both buyers and sellers for proper price formation, liquidity, and efficiency.
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Currently Available Nodes
• There is a disconnect among the various financial products.

• Different sets of valid source locations do not allow participants to properly hedge exposure from Annual, Monthly and Hourly positions.

• Deficient set of available UTC nodes to flow power from source to sink, forcing participants to create a synthetic transmission product 
with an Increment offer and Decrement bid.

○ This adds highly volatile and unpredictable Energy LMP risk, as the pair will rarely, if ever, clear both sides with the same 
MWh.

○ Forces participant to bid/offer price insensitively to get both sides to clear, resulting in inefficient market prices.
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Analogy to Stock Market

• Pharmaceutical Company ABC is expected to launch a new drug that, 
during clinical trials, demonstrated promise as “the cure” for cancer, 
however, Company ABC’s stock is currently undervalued.  Will you:

• Invest $10,000 in the S&P 500?
■ Index may rise .1% as a result of Company ABC stock rising. Exposed to risk of other S&P 500 companies decreasing in value.
■ Equivalent of a Zone.

• Invest $10,000 in a Bio-Pharmaceutical Mutual Fund?
■ Mutual Fund may rise 5% since it only includes the Bio-Pharm subset of stocks from the S&P 500. Still exposed to risk of other 

Bio-Pharm stocks that may be hurt as a result of Company ABC beating them to “the cure.”
■ Equivalent of an Aggregate.

• Invest $10,000 directly into Company ABC?
■ The FDA approves the drug, and Company ABC’s stock rises 200%. Only risk is that the FDA did not approve the drug.
■ Equivalent of a Node.
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PowerWorld Simulations
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XO Energy ran PowerWorld simulations 
under 3 different scenarios:

● Status Quo (Current set of UTC nodes)
● PJM Proposal (Gen to Load Zone only)
● Monthly FTR Source/Sinks

We analyzed:

● MWh Required to Bind the RT Constraint
● Number of Ancillary Binding Constraints
● Credit Requirements



Otter - Altavista 138 kV: Example Under Current Rules

• Market Participant expects Otter - Altavista 138 kV constraint to have higher shadow prices in Real-Time than 
Day-Ahead.

• Given the current list of valid UTC pairs, market participant would source MWh at HALIFAX WR TX1 and sink 
MWh at JOSHUA FALLS in order to capture the greatest impact on constraint and minimize risk.

• This “optimal” pair has an  8% MWh impact on Otter - Altavista 138 kV, which has a thermal limit of 137 MW.
• Absent any other market activity, 1,805 MWh would be required to flow on this path to bind Otter - Altavista 138 

kV in the Day-Ahead (137 / 8% = 1,805).
• Flowing MWh from a source and sink that are not proximately located near the constraint results in 4 other 

transmission lines reaching their thermal limit before Otter - Altavista 138 kV.

RESULT:  Numerous additional constraints occur in the Day-Ahead Market, creating unnecessary congestion 
that does not occur in Real-Time.  Day-Ahead units cannot be properly committed for Real-Time.
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• If all available pricing nodes were available for UTC transactions, the optimal path would source at ALTAVSTA 13 
KV TX2T LOAD, and sink at OTTER 138 KV LOAD1.

• This optimal pair has a 98% MW impact on Otter - Altavista 138 kV, the targeted constraint.
• Absent any other market activity, only 140 MWh would have to flow on this path to bind Otter - Altavista 138 kV 

in the Day-Ahead. (137 / 98% = 140).
• This results in 0 other constraints in the Day-Ahead Market.

RESULT:  A more efficient Day-Ahead Market without any additional constraints resulting in lower Day-
Ahead Zonal LMP.  Allows proper Day-Ahead unit commitment for the Real-Time.

Otter - Altavista 138 kV: Example With Improved Rules
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● PJM is proposing to only allow Generators as sources, and Load Zones as sinks.
● If this is enacted, the optimal path would source at VP KERR DAM 1-7 GEN, and sink at the AEP ZONE.
● This optimal pair has a 3.38% MW impact on Otter - Altavista 138 kV, the targeted constraint.
● Absent any other market activity, 4,053 MWh would have to flow on this path to bind Otter - Altavista 138 kV in the 

Day-Ahead. (137 / 3.38% = 4,053)
● Flowing MW from a source and sink far away from this constraint results in 43 other transmission lines that would 

reach their thermal limit before Otter - Altavista 138 kV.

This has potential to have devastating results in both the Day-Ahead and Real-Time 
Markets.
Restricting a transmission path to only sink at a zonal load has very little chance on 
binding on the intended Real-Time constraint.
Will create incorrect dispatch signals to the wrong units.

Otter - Altavista 138 kV: Example With Proposed Rules
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The percentage of flow relative to thermal limit.

The line or transformer thermal limit.

● The next few slides compares the Powerworld simulations from all three proposals.
● Below is a description of each field.

Table Legend

The optimal Source/Sink Pair with 
given set of nodes.

The amount of MWh required to transact in the Day-
Ahead Market in order to get Otter - Altavista to bind 
in the DA.

The flow created on surrounding lines and 
transformers by injecting 1,805 MWh from 
HALIFXWR -> JOSHUA FALLS.

The MWh flow on each element caused by the 
HALIFXWR -> JOSHUA FALLS transaction.

The distribution factor on each element caused 
by the HALIFXWR -> JOSHUA FALLS 
transaction.

Credit required to transact this path 
(per 24 hours)

Red background indicates an overloaded element.

Green background indicates a non-overloaded element. 12



13
Additional constraints occur in the Day-Ahead Market; Day-

Ahead units cannot be properly committed for Real-Time.
More efficient Day-Ahead Market; fewer Mws required to bind on 

the local constraint without constraint “Spillover.”

Otter - Altavista 138 kV Line: Proposal Comparison
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Actual PJM Results: Day-Ahead vs. Real-Time

● The HALIFXWR-HALIFAX 32A constraint has bound 8,842 hours in 
the Day-Ahead Market since January 2012, and 2 hours in Real-Time.

● The total Day-Ahead shadow price in this time frame is $20,371 and 
$44 in Real-Time.

● OTTER-ALTAVIST has had a total Day-Ahead shadow price of 
$26,090 since January 2012, and $56,917 in Real-Time.

Otter - Altavista 138 kV Line: Extra Day-Ahead Congestion
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Otter - Altavista 138 kV Line: Credit Requirements

• The total credit required for 24 hours varies greatly between the three UTC paths.
• Since more granular UTC paths are inherently less risky and require less MWh, the total credit required is almost 

31x less than the best Gen -> Load Zone path.
• The $/MWh credit required by PJM for VP KERR DAM 1-7 GEN -> AEP ZONE is ($1.12).1

• This value is based on the 2-month historical 30th percentile risk of the Real-Time spreads between these two 
points. The fact that this is 112 times larger than the credit requirement for ALTAVSTA 13 KV TX2T LOAD -
> OTTER 138 KV LOAD1 shows that sinking at a zone is much riskier, as the path is exposed to more 
constraints in the Real-Time Market.

• Greater risk exposure for any single market participant is greater risk exposure for all market participants.
• Extra credit requirements do not promote a liquid and competitive market.

1 Actual credit requirement is Bid Price - UTC Credit Req. Example ($15 - -$1.12 = $16.12). 
   Total Credit = ($15 - -$1.12) * 4,053 MWh * 24h = $1,567,551.

** There is no published credit requirement for the XO Energy Proposal path, so it was derived using the currently approved 
methodology   from PJM’s Credit Overview and Supplement Manual.
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Other Examples

• The following slides replicate the same analysis 
for some frequently constrained paths in PJM.
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West Bellaire 345/138 kV Transformer



•On July 27, 2015, West Bellaire 345/138 kV Transformer became 
constrained at really high shadow prices in the Real-Time.

•On July 29, 2015, a lot of Day-Ahead congestion showed up 
surrounding the West Bellaire transformer.

•These “spillover constraints” never showed up in the Real-Time.

•West Bellaire transformer did not bind in the Day-Ahead until two 
days after the last day it was in the Real-Time.

•The surrounding Day-Ahead constraints stopped binding two days 
after the last day West Bellaire was in the Real-Time.

West Bellaire 345/138 kV Transformer: Spillover Effects

Shadow Price
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East Danville - Banister 138kV Line



Glenarm - Windy Edge 115kV Line
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Bergen - New Milford 230kV Line
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Summary Results

Summary of Required Mws to Bind and Required Credit for various UTC availabilities
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Summary: 2015 Real-Time Constraints
• XO Energy analyzed each constraint that occurred in the Real-

Time Market in PJM in 2015.
• The numbers are a summation for each constraint as a snapshot 

of one hour of binding.
• There were 383 total constraints (as of November 15, 2015).

• The analysis clearly shows that more granular options to 
transmit energy creates a more robust and efficient market.
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Spillover Day-Ahead Constraints
● The IMM states that one of the many negative externalities of UTC’s are the “Day-Ahead Constraint Hours”, or “Daily Congestion Event 

Hours”.
● This statistic is simply a count of how many constraints bound in the Day-Ahead and for how many hours.
● It does not take into account the magnitude of the shadow price, and hence the congestion rent on the Day-Ahead Market.
● A single constraint that bound for all 24 hours at $.01 would be counted as 24 “Day-Ahead Constraint Hours”.

http://monitoringanalytics.com/reports/PJM_State_of_the_Market/2015/2015q3-som-pjm-sec11.pdf 24
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Spillover Day-Ahead Constraints
● XO Energy did an analysis in 2014 on the magnitude of “Day-Ahead Constraint Hours” by looking at the cumulative distribution of all the hourly 

constraint shadow prices.
● We found that 50% of the Day-Ahead constraints were $1.00 or less, and 90% were $21.30 or less in 2013.
● We conclude that the IMM measure of “Day-Ahead Constraint Hours” is meaningless and deceiving, as the congestion rent to the market is minimal. 

Their metric is an attempt to show the negative impacts of UTC’s.

● If PJM and the IMM does deem this to be a 
problem; a simple solution would be to 
expand the set of available nodes to transact.
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